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Elastic network models, simple structure-based representations of biomolecules where atoms
interact via short-range harmonic potentials, provide great insight into a molecule’s internal
dynamics and mechanical properties at extremely low computational cost. Their efficiency and
effectiveness have made them a pivotal instrument in the computer-aided study of proteins and,
since a few years, also of nucleic acids. In general, the coarse-grained sites, i.e. those effective
force centres onto which the all-atom structure is mapped, are constructed based on intuitive
rules: a typical choice for proteins is to retain only the Cα atoms of each amino acid. However,
a mapping strategy relying only on the atom type and not the local properties of its embedding
can be suboptimal compared to a more careful selection. Here we present a strategy in which the
subset of atoms, each of which is mapped onto a unique coarse-grained site of the model, is selected
in a stochastic search aimed at optimising a cost function. The latter is taken to be a simple
measure of the consistency between the harmonic approximation of an elastic network model and
the harmonic model obtained through exact integration of the discarded degrees of freedom. The
method is applied to two representatives of structurally very different types of biomolecules: the
protein Adenylate kinase and the RNA molecule adenine riboswitch. Our analysis quantifies the
substantial impact that an algorithm-driven selection of coarse-grained sites can have on a model’s
properties.
This manuscript was published on the Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation. DOI:
10.1021/acs.jctc.8b00654
I. INTRODUCTION
Our current understanding of biological processes at
the molecular level has benefited greatly from computer
simulations and in silico studies. Computational models
of fundamental molecules and molecular assemblies, such
as proteins, nucleic acids, or lipid bilayers, allow us to ob-
serve and quantitatively investigate them under a broad
range of physical conditions, and at a level of resolution
usually inaccessible to experiments.
Since the first pioneering simulations of simple model
systems [1] and biological molecules [2], computational
models have enjoyed a steady increase in force field ac-
curacy, system sizes, and accessible time scales. State-of-
the-art simulations, especially those performed through
purposefully constructed machines such as ANTON [3],
attain durations compatible with the folding time of
small proteins [4, 5], while systems composed of millions
of atoms can be studied on more standard supercomput-
ing machines [6, 7].
However, many situations remain where investigating
fully atomistic models of biomolecules is neither a viable
option, nor in fact an adequate strategy. It is uncontested
that the sizes and time scales involved in many exciting
problems still substantially exceed the typical computa-
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tional power accessible to a majority of research groups.
However, even ignoring this aspect, we should recall that
from an epistemological point of view an all-atom treat-
ment might not only be impractical or impossible tout
court, but explicitly undesirable: a “complete” represen-
tation of some complex system will of course exhibit all
the emergent behaviour it is capable of displaying; but
if a much simpler representation captures the same phe-
nomenology, this offers novel and often deep explanatory
insight into the underlying mechanisms and helps to dis-
till causations that otherwise remain opaque. Good mod-
els are necessarily highly simplified versions of the sys-
tems, for the same reason that useful maps are highly
simplified versions of reality [8].
These two principles —efficiency and simplicity— have
inspired the development of coarse-grained (CG) mod-
els [9–12], which demagnify the atomistic resolution of a
molecule by combining several atoms or entire chemical
groups into effective degrees of freedom (called “interac-
tion sites” or coarse-grained “beads”) that are subject
to suitably chosen effective interaction potentials. It is
worth recalling that classical atomistic force fields are
also coarse-grained: they have removed the electrons—
and all the quantum mechanics that goes with them—
and replaced them by effective interactions: strong short-
range repulsions arising from the Pauli principle, long-
range van-der-Waals attractions to account for correlated
charge fluctuations, and Coulomb interactions for the
case where a local unit is not entirely charge neutral.
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2Doing this is neither loss-less nor unique, which explains
why more than one atomistic force field exists.
The spectrum of CG models developed during the past
few decades spans from particle-based models [10, 13–19],
where each bead is taken to represent groups of atoms
(from parts of a side chain over single amino acids up to
entire proteins), all the way up to continuum descriptions
employed in the study of very large or mesoscale systems
such as viruses [20–23], membranes [24–29], or even cells
[30–32].
A particular flavour of CG modelling, which is widely
used, is the so-called Elastic Network Model (ENM) [33–
38]. This group encompasses a class of particle-based rep-
resentations of biomolecules in which the gamut of real-
istic interactions is replaced by harmonic springs. ENMs
have gained widespread attention following the pioneer-
ing work of Tirion [33], who demonstrated that an all-
atom model of a protein, whose detailed force field has
been replaced by local springs, all of the same strength,
can reproduce the protein’s low-energy vibrational spec-
trum with astounding faithfulness. Observe that since a
normal mode analysis of a harmonic system can be per-
formed analytically, we do not even have to run a sim-
ulation to get the answer. In subsequent developments,
ENMs of even lower resolution have been studied, keep-
ing only one or two atoms per residue [34–38]. These
CG models have proven extremely useful in characteris-
ing the collective motions of proteins, which matters be-
cause these low energy conformational fluctuations often
relate directly to a protein’s function [16, 39–43].
The construction of CG ENMs is carried out start-
ing from a reference conformation (typically the native
structure, as determined from crystallography), of which
only the Cα atoms are retained. Springs are then placed
between those Cα atoms falling within a predetermined
cutoff distance. More detailed models exist [38], which
include also interaction centers representative of the side
chains; their position in space, however, is uniquely de-
termined by that of the Cα atoms, thus maintaining the
same number of degrees of freedom as the former mod-
els. This strategy, in all its many variants, constitutes
a simple rule to define a versatile and computationally
efficient model of the protein.
Nonetheless, the question remains if the specific choice
of the degrees of freedom retained in ENMs—for in-
stance, the α carbons—is in any way optimal. In fact,
one may reasonably expect that a different selection of
atoms as CG sites, performed so as to maximise the con-
sistency between the reference system and the resulting
CG model, could outperform a strategy that entails no
system specificity. Various authors have already shown
that the number as well as the distribution of CG sites
can be adjusted in order to optimise the balance between
efficiency and accuracy. Gohlke and Thorpe [15], for ex-
ample, have suggested that particularly rigid subregions
of a protein represent a most natural notion of large-
scale, variable-sized coarse-grained groups. This concept
has been employed by Zhang and coworkers [44–46] as
well as by Potestio and coworkers [16, 18, 47] to develop
optimisation schemes aimed at identifying these quasi-
rigid domains in proteins, either by exploring various
mappings with fixed number of CG sites, or searching
for the best CG site number and distribution. Sinitskiy
and collaborators [48] have built on the work by Zhang
et al. to single out an optimal number of CG sites to
be employed in a simplified representation of the system.
More recently, the study of Foley and coworkers [49] has
shed further light on this latter aspect by making use of
the notion of relative entropy [50] to quantify the bal-
ance between the simplification of a CG model and its
information content.
Refining the mapping of CG sites should thus further
improve a model’s quality; of course, if the latter required
us to actually simulate the original system (for instance
in order to learn more about the mode spectrum), we
would lose one of the key redeeming virtues of the whole
approach—the fact that we can get a good proxy for the
low energy fluctuations without ever running an atom-
istically detailed simulation.
In the present work we propose a simulation-free strat-
egy for improving the construction of an ENM, which
amounts to selecting the CG beads via an algorithmic
optimisation procedure. This procedure in turn relies on
an intermediate step, in which the number of atoms in
an existing ENM is reduced by performing a partial trace
over “undesired” degrees of freedom in the system’s par-
tition function. Performing such a partial trace has been
proposed before [51–53]; its chief attraction lies in the
fact that harmonic partition functions can be computed
exactly. However, there is a snag, and in the present
context it is an important one: an ENM, while entirely
consisting of harmonic springs, is not harmonic in the
coordinates over which we wish to integrate (that is, the
Cartesian displacements from a reference conformation),
rather only in the distances (a distinction which some-
times seems to be missed). Hence, it first needs to be har-
monically expanded in these coordinates, a model that
for clarity we dub here hENM. Unfortunately, though, a
CG-hENM obtained by performing a partial trace over
some of its parent’s coordinates no longer corresponds to
a CG-ENM of which it would be the harmonic expan-
sion. This results in artefacts at the ENM level despite
the exact transformation at the hENM level.
The key idea of our paper is to show that this ad-
mittedly annoying artefact, which to our knowledge has
not been previously realised, can be exploited to opti-
mise the modelling: in fact, we propose to choose the
CG sites such as to minimise the corresponding mapping
error. We construct a quantity that serves as a proxy for
this error, and employ it to construct models which out-
perform, in terms of this and other observables, models
built on more conventional approaches. We illustrate the
properties of this new method by explicitly applying it
to two examples: (i) a small protein (Adenylate kinase)
and (ii) an RNA molecule (adenine riboswitch).
3II. THEORY
A. Overview of Elastic Network Models
Elastic network models for proteins have been first in-
troduced by Tirion [33] as a simplified approximation
of an atomistic force field. The assumption underlying
this approach is that the small-amplitude, low-energy,
and collective vibrations of proteins emerge from the con-
current action of a large number of interactions, whose
specific functional form and strength is rendered unim-
portant by the central limit theorem. The complex
and accurate potential of a realistic model—including
bonds, angles, van der Waals forces, and electrostatic
interactions—is thus replaced by an effective potential of
the form
V ATENM({ri}) =
1
2
K
∑
i<j
Cij
(
rij − r0ij
)2
. (1)
Here, rij is the scalar distance between particles i and
j, calculated as the magnitude of the distance vector
rij ≡ ri − rj . The superscript 0 indicates the same
quantity, but evaluated in the ground state (reference)
structure, obtained for instance from X-ray crystallog-
raphy. Only two model parameters remain: first, the
elastic strength (“spring constant”) K; and second, the
cutoff distance Rc within which two atoms must be lo-
cated in the reference structure in order to interact. This
cutoff enters the definition of the contact matrix
Cij =
{
1 if r0ij ≤ Rc
0 otherwise
. (2)
It is important to realize that the potential energy
function (1) is not quadratic in the actual coordinates
ri, despite consisting entirely of harmonic springs, be-
cause calculating the distance rij = |rij | involves taking
a square root. However, we can expand (1) quadratically
in the displacements ∆ri = ri − r0i away from the ref-
erence structure, which—up to an irrelevant constant—
leads to
V AThENM({ri}) =
1
2
∑
k,l
∆r†kHkl ∆rl . (3)
Here, the Hessian matrix Hkl is given by
Hkl =
∂2V ATENM({ri})
∂rk ∂rl
∣∣∣∣
{r0i }
(4a)
= −Dkl + δkl
∑
j
Dkj (4b)
=
{ −Dkl , k 6= l∑j 6=k
j Dkj , k = l
, (4c)
where the “elastic dyad” Dkl is defined by
Dkl = K Ckl (rˆ
0
kl ⊗ rˆ0kl) , (5)
and rˆ0kl = r
0
kl/r
0
kl is the unit vector pointing from the site
l to the (different) site k (in the reference state), such that
(rˆ0kl ⊗ rˆ0kl) is the projector onto the line between them.
Several comments are in order:
1. Each element of the Hessian matrix is in fact a 3×
3 sub-matrix, due to the occurrence of the dyads.
This is necessary because the displacements ∆rk
and ∆rl in Eqn. (3) are themselves vectorial.
2. For any pair k 6= l, the Hessian sub-matrix is simply
the negative of the elastic dyad, and as such it is a
3×3 matrix which has exactly one non-zero eigen-
value, which corresponds to the (negative of the)
spring constant K, and whose eigenvector aligns
with the bond between k and l.
3. The second term in (4b) ensures that the sum over
the elements in any row or any column of Hkl van-
ishes. This removes the contribution of pure trans-
lations to the energy—a physically pleasing out-
come that has not been imposed by hand but is a
natural consequence of the fact that the elastic en-
ergy (1) is a sum of terms that depend only on the
difference between pairs of coordinates.
4. Taken together, we recognize Hkl as a generalized
Kirchhoff matrix.
What makes the quadratic expansion (3) of the ENM
(1) so attractive is that it is exactly solvable—in the sense
that we can exactly calculate its correlation matrix in the
canonical state,
〈∆rk ⊗∆rl〉 = kBT (H−1)kl , (6)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T the tempera-
ture. To clarify the notation: if we view the Hessian as
a 3N × 3N matrix, subdivided into 3 × 3 blocks for the
(x, y, z) components of the position variations of particle
k and l, then the right hand side of Eqn. (6) contains the
inverse of the entire 3N×3N matrix, which subsequently
gets re-parceled into sub-blocks.
For historical reasons, the elastic network model de-
scribed in Eqn. (1) is dubbed anisotropic ENM (or ANM
for short), because the energy cost associated with the
displacement of an atom depends on its direction: for
a given i-j-bond, no energy is required to move atom
i in the direction perpendicular to rij , only displace-
ments parallel to it affect the energy. This distinction
is not present in the so-called Gaussian ENM (or GNM)
[34, 54, 55], where the pairwise interaction is proportional
to the squared vectorial displacement (∆ri−∆rj)2 and,
therefore, a given displacement will increase the energy
by the same amount irrespective of the direction in which
it is performed. In the following, we will focus on ANMs
and hANMs only.
We conclude this section by introducing a further dis-
tinction between classes of matrices Hkl that can be em-
ployed to build a network of the general form (3), and
4those that can be expressed according to Eqs. (4,5). The
latter are a subclass of the former, more general class
that can be dubbed “quadratic displacement networks”,
or QDN. Quadratically expanding an ENM leads to an
hENM, a special case of a QDN. Also, all QDNs can
be coarse-grained exactly. However, if a QDN happens
to belong to the special subclass of hENMs, it generally
loses that property upon coarse-graining.
B. The issue of mapping in ENMs
Approaches to coarse-graining fall into two major cat-
egories: bottom-up [12, 50, 56–62] and top-down [13, 33,
34] methods. Those belonging to the first class assume
the existence of a higher-resolution “reference” model
from which they construct a simplified representation via
a set of systematic rules. In contrast, those belonging to
the second class postulate empirical models suggested by
generic physical principles, without insisting on a micro-
scopic underpinning. Their parameters, however, may
get further refined by higher level knowledge (e.g. known
structure or thermodynamic properties) that could for
instance be obtained from experiment.
Classical (h)ENMs [18, 33–38] are representatives of
this second class, in that the interactions among the CG
sites are parametrized based on a reference structure, but
without incorporating any more accurate knowledge of
the real forces acting between the atoms. One could of
course do the latter, for instance by combining the crystal
structure with an atomistic force field, evaluate the in-
teractions, and thereby systematically improve the spring
constants [63, 64], but this is much less common. How-
ever, once we construct lower resolution ENMs, we have
the choice to either follow the same top-down strategy as
used for more finely resolved ENMs, or to systematically
derive lower resolution ENMs in a bottom-up fashion, us-
ing finely-resolved ENMs as the reference. The latter is
the topic of the present paper.
To construct a low-resolution ENM, we need to do two
things: first, agree on a smaller set of new degrees of free-
dom; and second, define effective interactions between
them. The usual way to formalize the first step is to
establish a mapping [10] between atoms of the high res-
olution description and the smaller number of CG sites
of the lower resolution model. This mapping can be ex-
pressed as vector-valued functions MI({ri}) which spec-
ify the (typically Cartesian) coordinates RI of the CG
sites in terms of the set {ri} of high resolution coor-
dinates: RI = MI({ri}). These mappings are almost
invariably linear [62], and the most common choices are
(i) the definition of center-of-mass coordinates of the set
of atoms grouped together and (ii) the reduction to one
particular coordinate from that set. It is generally un-
derstood that the choice of mapping affects the quality of
the resulting CG model, but systematic studies for how
to optimise this step have only been undertaken quite
recently [16, 18, 48, 49]
When constructing CG-ENMs, the most common
choice for a mapping is to remove all atoms of a given
residue except for their α-carbon. This reduces the num-
ber of interaction sites to that of amino acids and leads to
a (quasi) uniform mass distribution along the backbone.
A less frequent strategy is to keep the Cα as well as, from
each non-glycine residue, a second site representative of
the side chain, thus approximately doubling the number
of interaction sites with respect to Cα–only models.
Once the mapping has been established, interactions
must be defined, which are typically of the form (1), pos-
sibly with bond-specific spring constants:
V CGENM({RI}) =
1
2
∑
I<J
KIJ
(
RIJ −R0IJ
)2
, (7)
where KIJ is the spring constant between sites I and
J ; if there is no spring between two sites, we simply set
KIJ = 0. Once again, this model can be quadratically
expanded in the ∆RI , just as we did for the more finely
resolved model (1), leading to
V CGhENM({RI}) =
1
2
∑
K,L
∆R†KH
CG
KL∆RL , (8)
where the Hessian HCGKL is constructed analogously to
Eqns. (4,5), except for the additional obvious replace-
ment KCkl → KKL. This model can again be solved
analytically by virtue of being quadratic, leading to the
full spectrum of CG eigenmodes of the dynamics. We
note, in passing, that what we refer to with the term dy-
namics is to be intended as the equilibrium fluctuations
of the system, and not the time evolution of its confor-
mation. We will employ the term dynamics with this
meaning throughout the manuscript.
At this point, an intriguing idea might suggest itself:
the systematic construction of CG models, in one way
or the other, tries to capture as much thermodynamic
properties as possible from its more finely resolved ref-
erence. The quality with which this is doable is limited,
trivially, by the fact that the CG model has a lower res-
olution; and more practically, by the fact that we usu-
ally cannot calculate the full thermodynamic informa-
tion of the finely resolved model. However, in this case
our underlying model consists of harmonic springs, and
its quadratic expansion is exactly solvable. Can we ex-
ploit this property and analytically calculate the optimal
CG model, without the need to perform simulations to
approximately track thermodynamic information, as we
would do in other more complex cases? The system-
atic and semi-analytic reduction of degrees of freedom in
ENMs has been attempted [51, 65, 66], however always
retaining the structure of a simplified (CG) model that is
quadratic in the Cartesian displacements, i.e. of the form
(8). Here, we will show that a break exists in the conti-
nuity of the connections between different models; more
precisely, we can analytically link model (3) and (8), but
not model (1) and (7). The reason is subtle, and the
5result might at first sight be annoying; however, we will
argue that it permits us to make significant headway on
the first and understudied coarse-graining question: how
to pick good CG sites.
C. Coarse-graining an hENM
A powerful way to conceptualise coarse-graining is to
view it as a mapping of the canonical state of a micro-
scopic system into a smaller phase space via the transfor-
mation theorem for probability densities [60]. Having es-
tablished the connection RI = MI({ri}), one writes the
canonical partition function in the degrees of freedom
{ri} and encodes the mapping by including the addi-
tional delta function δ(RI −MI({ri})), thereby arriving
at an equivalent canonical partition function which now
depends on the {RI}; its logarithm, multiplied by −kBT ,
equals the potential of mean force in the coarse-grained
coordinates.
In our case the situation is even simpler, because the
linear mapping we have in mind picks a subset of degrees
of freedom from the fine-grained level, in which case one
merely has to perform a partial trace over all the degrees
of freedom one wishes to eliminate. Specifically, let us
assume that we can subdivide the total set of degrees of
freedom into a subset A that will be kept and a subset
B that will be removed:
{ri} = {ri}A ∪ {ri}B . (9)
Starting out with a linearised ENM (thus an hENM) of
the form (3), we can derive its coarse-grained version as
follows:
e−βV
CG
hENM({ri}A) =
∫
d{ri}B e−βV AThENM({ri}A,{ri}B) ,
(10)
where for simplicity we ignore the momenta, as well as
normalisation factors, as they will only contribute irrele-
vant constants to the new potential. Since the linearised
ENM is quadratic in the {ri}, the right hand side of (10)
is a multi-dimensional Gaussian integral that can be per-
formed exactly. As a consequence, we can write down a
simple closed-form expression for the left hand side. If
we order our degrees of freedom so that the Hessian of
the microscopic system can be written in the following
block form,
H =
(
HA G
G† HB
)
, (11)
the coarse-grained system will again be of Hessian form—
see Eqn. (8)—and its Hessian is explicitly given by [51,
65, 66]
HCG = HA − GH−1B G† . (12)
Several things are worth noting here:
1. The calculation of the coarse-grained Hessian is
non-iterative and computationally inexpensive: it
only requires the inversion of a matrix.
2. The CG interactions HCG in the A-subset are not
identical to the bare interactions HA: eliminated
degrees of freedom leave a trace (no pun intended)
in the effective Hamiltonian.
3. The new potentials are effectively free energies of
interaction (or so-called “multibody potentials of
mean force”). Curiously, they do not depend on
temperature, even though the mapping equation
(10) explicitly does. This absence of a state-point-
dependency is unusual and generally not true for
this type of coarse-graining. It holds here because
the microscopic Hamiltonian is quadratic.
4. HCG might be temperature independent, but per-
forming the partial trace in (10) creates T -depen-
dent prefactors, which we ignored. This would mat-
ter if we cared about absolute free energies, not just
effective potentials.
5. The effective Hessian in Eqn. (12) is generally not
of the form (4,5) corresponding to a linearised
ENM.
The last point is extremely important, so let us elab-
orate. The most general form of a quadratic displace-
ment network, or QDN as it was previously christened—
Eqn. (3)–couples any two vector displacements ∆ri and
∆rj by a 3× 3 sub-matrix Hij . The values of the 9 sub-
block elements are in principle not restricted by particu-
lar requisites: in fact, while the symmetry of the overall
HCG matrix has to be enforced, as it grants the preser-
vation of the action–reaction principle, this constraint
does not necessarily hold for the single sub-blocks. This
generality allows for different responses to the different
displacements applied to pairs of residues in one order or
another: that is to say that
u†Hijv 6= v†Hiju. (13)
When theHCG matrix is obtained by integrating a sub-
set of degrees of freedom from a finer-grained Hamilto-
nian H (see Eq. 12), the sub-block matrix HCGIJ does not
need to be symmetric for I 6= J . Indeed, the off-diagonal
3× 3 “elements” of this tensor emerge from the integra-
tion of several degrees of freedom, and entail the effect
of the removed particles. Consequently, the 9 sub-matrix
elements can have arbitrary and independent values. In
contrast, the Hessians which arise from the linearisation
of an ENM have the particular form (4,5), in which the
interaction between two (different) vector displacements
is given by a dyad of the form ∆RIJ ⊗∆RIJ . But dyads
only have three degrees of freedom, since they can be
fully specified by a vector ∆RIJ .
This simple counting argument teaches an important
lesson: the QDNs which arise from the harmonic ex-
pansion of ENMs are of a very special form, a form we
6are generally not guaranteed if we create QDNs in some
other way. And indeed, coarse-graining an hENM via
Eqn. (12) destroys that special form. In a nutshell, the
functional form of the interactions obtained by exactly
coarse-graining an hENM—a general quadratic form—
is different from that obtained when linearising a CG
ENM—a dyadic form.
This technical point has an important consequence:
the ultimate goal is to systematically construct a CG-
ENM, exploiting the fact that the microscopic ENM can
be expanded into a linearised hENM, for which one can
perform an analytically closed bottom-up coarse-graining
procedure; but the trouble is that the resulting coarse-
grained QDN is no longer the harmonic expansion of a
CG-ENM. However, we will now show how to make use
of this discrepancy to identify the optimal subset of par-
ticles that will be retained from the fully atomistic ENM
(that is, the set of {ri}A). The idea is to minimise an ap-
propriate measure quantifying the deviations between the
coarse-grained hENM resulting from combining Eqn. (8)
and (12) and a true hENM satisfying the additional con-
straints (4,5).
D. Reconstructing an approximate CG-ENM from
the CG-hENM
Since the 3 × 3 sub-blocks in the coarse-grained ma-
trix HCG from Eqn. (12) are not dyads, an exact back-
translation into an ENM is not possible. However, these
blocks might be close to dyads, in the sense that one of
their eigenvalues strongly dominates the other two. To
quantify this, let us consider the three eigenvalues of each
(K,L) sub-block of HCGKL. The form of Eqn. (12) makes it
evident that the whole matrix HCG is symmetric as long
as H is; but this property does not extend to its 3 × 3
sub-blocks, whose eigenvalues need not be real. Hence,
we consider a symmetrised version of the matrix, defined
as:
SKL =
1
2
(
HCGKL +H
CG
LK
)
, (14)
which has real eigenvalues λ
(i)
KL by construction. We then
order these three eigenvalues of each SKL by magnitude,
λ
(1)
KL ≥ λ(2)KL ≥ λ(3)KL , (15)
and define the ratio ρKL via
0 ≤ ρKL := λ
(2)
KL
λ
(1)
KL
≤ 1 . (16)
The case ρKL = 0 corresponds to a real bond (the sub-
block is indeed a dyad), while ρKL = 1 deviates maxi-
mally from the “desired” form. From this information on
individual pair-interactions, we will now define an intu-
itive metric for judging how the entire matrix fares. This
is the average eigenvalue ratio, or AER for short, defined
as:
AER :=
1
Nb
∑
K<L
ρKL , (17)
where Nb is the total number of bonds lying within the
interaction cutoff. This is to say, only those bonds are
considered that can be replaced by a potential of the form
1
2KIJ(RIJ −R0IJ)2. Other interactions, which arise from
the Boltzmann integration but connect sites farther away
than the cutoff, will not be represented by the CG-ENM,
and so they are not included in the computation of the
AER. By construction, the AER lies in the range [0, 1],
with 0 being the best case scenario, and 1 the worst case
scenario. In the following, the AER will be presented in
percent to ease the readability.
Together with this metric we also need to specify a pre-
scription on how to define a CG-ENM from a CG-hENM
that is not the expansion of any ENM. Essentially, we
need to decide how to define an effective spring constant
KIJ from a Hessian H
CG
IJ whose sub-blocks do not de-
scribe springs. We choose to set
KIJ = Tr
(
HCGIJ
)
. (18)
This definition implements the assumption that the
anisotropy of the system’s response to the displacement
of a bead can be (almost) completely ascribed to the
functional form of the interaction, while the amplitude
of the force is well approximated by the average over the
three Cartesian directions. This assumption is in part
consistent with other measures of a molecule’s flexibility
(e.g. b-factors), and has been employed in previous works
[51, 63].
E. Optimising the selection of retained atoms in
the CG-ENM
We now employ the AER of a CG-ENM to guide us
which atoms from the all-atom representation to retain
upon coarse-graining. Fixing a trial set of CG sites, we
exactly integrate out the other degrees of freedom (on
the hENM level). The resulting AER serves as a cost
function to be minimized when repeating this process
over a large number of trial CG sites.
To perform the stochastic search in the space of all pos-
sible subsets of retained atoms we will use Monte Carlo
(MC) simulated annealing [67, 68]. Despite its efficiency
this process poses a potential bottleneck, because it re-
quires inverting a 3NB × 3NB matrix—see Eqn. (12).
However, if we choose to employ MC moves that add
and delete only a single site per step, the process can
be significantly sped up, because due to the structure of
HCG this change only affects those matrix elements di-
rectly connected with the removed or added sites. This
allows calculation of the new matrix from the old one by
7a process that only needs to invert a significantly smaller
matrix. The molecules examined in this work were small
enough for this trick not to be critical, but it might be
quite crucial for bigger ones, and so we outline its essence
in the Supporting Information.
Let us now summarise the workflow of the proposed
algorithm, presented schematically in Fig. 1. Starting
from the fully atomistic structure, we equip it with ENM
interactions to construct the reference model, i.e. the
AT-ENM. A second order expansion of this model, as de-
scribed in Eqn. (4), provides us with the exactly solvable
harmonic ENM, or hENM, which still preserves the fully
atomistic resolution but allows a simulation-free calcula-
tion of the essential dynamics. Once a subset of atoms
has been selected as CG sites, the others are exactly inte-
grated out, thereby renormalizing the interactions among
the preserved sites. Up to this point, the model pro-
duces the same dynamics of the AT-hENM and, within
the limits of the harmonic approximation, of the AT-
ENM. This CG-hENM, however, cannot be identified
with the harmonic expansion of some CG-ENM, because
it generally has a nonzero AER, and so it differs from a
model obtained directly by removing the undesired atoms
and building an ENM potential among them, as alterna-
tively done in the right half of the workflow. Since for
subsequent simulation we desire a full CG-ENM rather
than a harmonic expansion, we employ the previously de-
scribed criterion of AER minimization to guide a stochas-
tic search for the best CG sites.
The parameters of the simulated annealing procedure
are the same for both molecules. Specifically, we per-
formed 104 Monte Carlo steps: at each step one atom,
currently being a CG site, is selected to be neglected (i.e.
integrated out), while another atom which is not a CG
site is promoted as such. The i-th move is accepted or
rejected based on a Metropolis algorithm, with temper-
ature decaying with an exponential law:
Ti = T0 e
−(i/n)2 with
{
T0 = 0.2
n = 50
(19)
The outcome of this procedure is a model featuring
the—ideally—smallest AER value. The problem at hand,
however, bears the risk of being characterised by a multi-
tude of (quasi-)degenerate minima, corresponding to dif-
ferent solutions with very close AER values. In order to
avoid the risk of picking a suboptimal model stuck in such
a minimum, and to get a qualitative idea of the free en-
ergy landscape structure, we have performed a two-layer
set of parallel simulated annealing runs.
The first level consisted in running 18 independent sim-
ulated annealing processes in parallel, and select as the
optimal model the one with the lowest AER value among
them. The second level is given by running 10 indepen-
dent procedures as the aforementioned one, so as to have
10 minimised AER values. Of these, only the model with
the lowest AER is taken under examination, however the
values of all 10 “local best” values are considered to as-
sess their dispersion and their optimality. The latter, in
AT structure
AT ENM
CG ENM
CG h-ENM
AT h-ENM
CG ENM
ENM potential
harmonic approximation
CG site selection
ENM reconstruction
Boltzmann integration ENM potential
- CG ENM optimally matching            
the AT ENM dynamics 
- Removed DoF’s effectively embedded 
in the interactions among CG sites
Comparison of dynamics
Feedback on CG site selection
Optimal CG ENM
- CG ENM obtained from   
simple atom removal 
- Effect of removed DoF’s lost, 
no dynamical consistency with 
AT ENM to be expected a priori
FIG. 1. Workflow of the method proposed here to construct
a CG-ENM whose internal dynamics is maximally consistent
with that of the reference AT ENM. Given a selection of atoms
to play the role of CG sites, the input atomistic structure can
be directly decimated to build an ENM with simple interac-
tions among the surviving atoms, however with no a priori
guarantee that the emerging dynamics will match the refer-
ence one (right half, red flow); alternatively, the harmonic
expansion of the AT-ENM can be exactly integrated to leave
out explicitly only the chosen CG sites, while the other ones
are mapped onto the effective interactions (left half, green
flow).
particular, is defined in terms of the separation between
the lowest AER values and the random model AER dis-
tribution, as quantified by the Z-score:
Z =
AERopt − µ
σ
(20)
where µ and σ are, respectively, the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the random model AER distribution.
This measure is employed to determine if the model con-
structed through the simulated annealing is indeed bet-
ter, in terms of the AER value, with respect to a random
8choice of CG sites, and how disperse the values obtained
from independent optimisation runs are. The results of
this analysis is reported in Fig. 4 and Table I.
Once we have obtained the model maximising the con-
sistency between CG interactions and the corresponding
exact effective ones, we turn our attention to the dynam-
ical properties of the CG-ENM. In particular, we first
compare the harmonic expansion of the remapped CG-
ENM to the CG-hENM from which it is reconstructed.
This comparison is done in terms of the root weighted
square inner product (RWSIP), a measure of the overall
consistency of different dynamical spaces. The RWSIP
extends the concept of scalar product from single pairs
of vectors to pairs of vector sets of equal dimension s and
number Q. Consider two sets of vectors, ul and vm, with
corresponding eigenvalues λul and λ
v
m; in this context,
they constitute a basis to describe the deformation of a
molecule about a reference structure, and can be either
obtained from an ENM or through principal component
analysis of a molecular dynamics trajectory. Each ul and
vm is a complete basis independent from the other, and
as such they span the same vector space. On one extreme
case, each vector of a basis could have a corresponding
partner in the other one, albeit ranked in a different posi-
tion; on the other extreme, no pair of vectors -each from
one basis- could exist which point in the same direction.
Depending on the strength of the corresponding eigen-
values, however, the essential spaces (i.e. the subsets of
vectors with highest eigenvalues) of the two bases might
overlap or not. The RWSIP quantifies this overlap by
giving larger weight to the more collective modes. The
RWSIP between subspaces composed of up to a number
Q of vectors is defined as:
RWSIP =
√√√√∑Ql,m=1 λul λvm|ul · vm|2∑Q
l=1 λ
u
l λ
v
l
(21)
=
√√√√√√∑Ql,m=1 λul λvm
∣∣∣∣∑si,j uil · vjm∣∣∣∣2∑Q
l=1 λ
u
l λ
v
l
,
and it lies by construction in the range [0, 1]. In the
case of two sets of vectors representing the internal dy-
namics of a molecule composed by N atoms, one has
s = Q = 3N ; correspondingly, the scalars λui and λ
v
i
are the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix, that is, the
inverse eigenvalues of the harmonic Hamiltonian. The
measure of the RWSIP between the harmonic expansion
of the CG-ENM and the exactly integrated CG-hENM
provides a measure of how the properties of the latter
are encoded into the former through the reconstruction
procedure introduced in Eq. (18).
Second, we consider the effectiveness of the various
CG models in terms of the groups of atoms that are
ascribed to specific CG sites, and of their internal dy-
namics. Specifically, we partition the atomistic structure
of each molecule by means of a Voronoi tessellation, in
which an atom is associated to the closest CG site (or, in
case it is a CG site, to itself). We then perform a model
dynamics exciting the eigenmodes of the AT-hENM, and
compute how much of the dynamics, measured as the
mean square fluctuation about the reference structure,
can be ascribed to the motion of these groups of atoms
relative to each other, and how much to the motion in-
ternal to each group [16, 18]. The intra-block dynamics
fraction (IBDF) is thus defined as follows.
Let each atom i ∈ {1, . . . , Natoms} of the molecule be
assigned to one and only one Voronoi group GI with I ∈
{1, . . . , Ngroups}, such that
Ngroups∑
I=1
∣∣GI ∣∣ = Ngroups∑
I=1
∑
i∈GI
1 = Natoms . (22)
Furthermore, consider the two sets {ri}i∈GI and {r0i }i∈GI
of coordinates belonging to atoms i ∈ GI , in their present
and reference configuration, respectively. We now de-
fine the mean square fluctuation σ2I of these atoms with
respect to their reference positions in the group as the
residual of a Kabsch alignment procedure [69] carried
out independently for each frame of the model dynamics.
This procedure minimises the mean-square deviation be-
tween the sets {ri}i∈GI and {r0i }i∈GI under all rotation-
translation operations K:
σ2I = minK
〈∑
i∈GI
[
K(ri)− r0i
]2〉
. (23)
Similarly, one can define the residual mean square fluc-
tuation for the whole molecule as:
σ2full = minK
〈
Natoms∑
i=1
[
K(ri)− r0i
]2〉
. (24)
With these local and global fluctuation measures in place,
we can now define the IBDF as
IBDF =
∑Ngroups
I=1 σ
2
I
σ2full
. (25)
Let us reiterate that the difference between the nu-
merator and the denominator in Eq. 25 is that in the
former the contribution from the relative motion among
the groups is absent.Hence, if the fluctuations within each
group are negligible, the IBDF is small, even if different
groups move significantly with respect to each other. The
IBDF thus provides a measure of the viability of these
groups as quasi-rigid units in which the molecule can be
decomposed. While these quasi-rigid units are formally
similar to the ones customarily considered in the liter-
ature, they are different in spirit: the latter are in fact
groups of amino acids which provide a very coarse repre-
sentation of the molecule in few large, function-oriented
subunits; here, on the other hand, we consider groups of
atoms purveying a low-level coarse-graining alternative
9to the conventional choice of one or two beads per amino
acid.
Finally, we analyse the structure of the molecules in
terms of various observables, namely: the structure of
the interaction network; the distribution of local density
of particles in proximity of an atom or CG site; and the
size distribution of the Voronoi blocks associated to each
CG site. Taken together, these properties offer a detailed,
qualitative and quantitative, picture of the various mod-
els and their differences.
The main steps of the algorithm described above have
been illustrated schematically in Fig. 2, which highlights
the stochastic character of the coarse-grained model gen-
eration procedure and the selection based on an optimal-
ity criterion.
All-atom

model
Random

CG'ing
CG model

analysis Optimal CG model selection
Cost function

evaluation
FIG. 2. Schematic of the main steps underlying the construc-
tion process of the coarse-grained model. Starting from a
fully atomistic representation of the molecule, an atomistic
elastic network model is constructed; from this, a selection of
coarse-grained models is obtained by randomly choosing a set
of coarse-grained degrees of freedom and exactly integrating
out all the others; these models are assessed by a cost func-
tion that is optimized in a simulated annealing procedure.
The CG model with the lowest value of the cost function is
retained and used for all subsequent analyses.
In the following, we describe and discuss the results of
applying our optimisation procedure to the two molecules
depicted in Fig. 3, namely Adenylate kinase (Ake)
[70] and the adenine riboswitch (add) [71]. These two
molecules are similar in size (∼ 1500 atoms) and both
undergo large-scale conformational rearrangements upon
binding with their respective substrates. Their biologi-
cal function thus largely relies on their internal, collec-
tive dynamics. Consequently, it is reasonable to expect
that functional units can be identified in their structure,
whose role and properties acquire meaning at an inter-
mediate level between the atomic and the whole-protein
ones. The process of coarse-graining should thus serve
a twofold purpose: on the one hand, it should highlight
the existence of these emergent structures; on the other
hand, it would provide the “language” to express them,
i.e. the interaction potentials among the coarse-grained
constituents of the molecule. As it will subsequently be-
come evident, this expectation may or may not be met—
depending on specific intrinsic properties of the system
under examination.
FIG. 3. The two molecules employed here to validate the
proposed approach. Left: cartoon representation of Adeny-
late kinase (PDB code: 4AKE). Right: ribbon representation
of adenine riboswitch (PDB code: 1Y26).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Adenylate kinase, represented in Fig. 3 (left), is a glob-
ular protein of 214 amino acids (1656 atoms), responsi-
ble for the energy balance in the cell. Its relatively small
size, biochemical relevance [72], and flexible structure [16]
make it a perfect candidate for the application of our ap-
proach. We investigated three different kinds of CG mod-
els: two “standard” ones, namely the one employing only
the 214 Cα atoms, which are typically chosen as effective
interaction centres in simplified models of polypeptides,
and a model using only the 194 Cβ atoms; and the op-
timised model having 214 CG sites—as many as the α
carbons. The interaction cutoff for all these models is set
to 1 nm, a typical value for protein ENM’s [33, 38, 73].
In Fig. 4 (left) we report the distribution of AER val-
ues for models of Ake having 214 CG sites. In these mod-
els the sites are selected at random; the resulting AER
distribution is bell-shaped, with average and standard
deviation being, respectively, 46.203% and 0.591%. The
same figure also shows the AERs for the 10 independent
simulated annealing minimisations. It is immediately ev-
ident that these values lie very far away from the average
distribution: their average Z-score is 18.860, while for the
best one, which has an AER of 34.564%, the Z-score is
as large as 19.705. For comparison, standard CG models
having only Cα or Cβ atoms feature Z-scores no larger
than 4.5, as reported in Table I.
We now turn our attention to the model with the low-
est AER and its dynamical properties. From Table I
we see that for the various models under examination
the remapped CG-ENM shares a large dynamical consis-
tency, as captured by the RWSIP, with the exactly in-
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TABLE I. Summary of data pertaining to the properties of the various models discussed in the text. For each CG model of
both Ake and add we report the number of coarse-grained sites employed; the value of the average eigenvalue ratio (AER, in
percent); the Z-score of a given model with respect to the reference random distribution; the root weighted square inner product
(RWSIP) between the exactly integrated CG model and the approximated model; and the fraction of intra-block dynamics not
captured by the model (in percent).
AKE CA AKE CB AKE OPT RNA P RNA C1′ RNA C2 RNA OPT
Number of CG sites 214 194 214 70 71 71 70
AER (%) 43.549 47.737 34.564 57.895 53.692 55.075 37.646
Z-score 4.493 2.599 19.705 3.170 1.837 0.270 20.952
RWSIP CG ex–CG approx 0.991 0.996 0.928 0.906 0.891 0.897 0.658
Fraction of intra-block dynamics (%) 3.00 3.05 2.30 88.52 88.28 88.24 87.02
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FIG. 4. AER values for randomly selected as well as optimised models. Left: Ake. Right: add. The distribution, in purple,
is obtained constructing 1.8× 105 models with a fixed number of CG sites (214 for Ake, 71 for add) randomly selected among
all atoms. The green vertical lines indicate the positions of the AER values for each of the 10 models obtained via simulated
annealing optimisation. Of these, only the best –i.e., the one with the lowest AER value– is further investigated.
tegrated CG-hENM. The Cα–only model has a value as
high as 0.991, while the Cβ–only model is even slightly
higher with 0.996. The RWSIP between the reference
CG-hENM and the harmonic expansion of the optimised
model is not as high, however it is well above 0.9; this
result indicates that the criteria employed here to select
the CG sites and to remap the interactions into a “con-
ventional” CG-ENM guarantee a large overlap between
the low-energy dynamical spaces of the model and the
reference.
The second dynamical measure we employ is the frac-
tion of dynamics that can be ascribed to the fluctuations
internal to the Voronoi groups. Comparing the values
reported in Table I, the model with the lowest AER also
emerges as the one with the lowest IBDF value. In Fig.
5 we show the comparison of the IBDF of the various
models with a reference distribution, obtained from 1000
models of Ake in which the 214 CG sites have been ran-
domly assigned. All three CG models under examination
feature an IBDF well below the average, with the Cα–
only and Cβ–only models very close to each other; the
optimised model, though, features an even lower value,
highlighting its statistically relevant extremality.
This suggests that the CG site selection and remapping
algorithm favours the construction of models in which the
effective sites are representative of more rigid, i.e. more
collectively fluctuating groups of atoms. This result is
doubly interesting: on the one hand because it was not
sought after nor encoded in the modelling strategy; on
the other hand because it is at odds with the dynamical
properties of the models as measured by the RWSIP. The
picture that emerges thus hints at the (not entirely un-
surprising) fact that which model performs best depends
on the metric one choses to quantify performance.
How nontrivial the choice of CG sites is that results
from the optimisation procedure can be illustrated by
looking at the local density distribution, reported in Fig.
6. The local density is computed as the number of atoms
within the interaction cutoff divided by the total num-
ber of particles: these are atoms in the all-atom model
(yellow, filled histogram), and CG sites for all three CG
models under examination (green, empty histogram); the
former distribution does not depend on the CG model
and is the same in all three plots. There appears to
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FIG. 5. Intra-block dynamics distribution for Adenylate ki-
nase, obtained from 1000 models of Ake with 214 randomly-
assigned CG sites. The vertical lines indicate the values of the
intra-block dynamics fraction for the Cα–only model (full blue
line), the Cβ–only model (full orange line), and the optimised
model (dashed green line).
be no appreciable difference between the density distri-
bution for the Cα–only and Cβ–only models; both are
also fairly consistent with the background all-atom dis-
tribution, highlighting the uniformity of the assignment
of these specific CG sites. This can also be seen from the
networks reported in Fig. 7: in particular, the network
of the Cα–only model strictly follows the peptide back-
bone, drawing a tube-like interaction pattern, while in
the Cβ–only model the network looks even more compact
and uniform. The optimised model, on the other hand,
favours a more inhomogeneous distribution, i.e. the oc-
currence of both “dense clusters” and “voids”. This im-
pression is consistent with the network shown in Fig. 7,
where fairly large “holes” in the interaction pattern can
be seen especially in the protein’s head; however, a more
quantitative picture would be helpful.
Such a picture is once again provided by the Voronoi-
like tessellation of the molecule, which allows for its de-
composition in terms of groups of atoms each represented
by the nearest CG site. We can then measure the distri-
bution of the number of atoms included in such groups. A
regular, homogeneous distribution of CG sites will be as-
sociated with a fairly peaked atom number distribution,
indicating that each block contains roughly the same
number of particles; on the other hand, if the CG sites
are allocated in a less homogeneous manner, a broader
distribution will emerge.
In Fig. 8 we report the distribution of atoms in the
Voronoi blocks for the three models of Ake under exami-
nation. The Cα-only and Cβ-only models indeed exhibit
peaked distributions, indicating that a CG site has typi-
cally 8 neighbouring atoms, with deviations in the num-
ber of ±4 atoms. The optimised model, on the other
hand, features a much broader distribution covering the
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FIG. 6. Local normalised density distribution of particles in
the all-atom model (yellow, filled boxes) and CG sites (green,
empty boxes) for Adenylate kinase. The all-atom density dis-
tribution is the same in all cases; the CG density distribution
is given for the various models as follows. Top: Cα–only
atoms; centre: Cβ–only atoms; bottom: optimised model.
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<latexit sha1_base64="SAgXL 4acFDo/OIcC5rJirv74Q9w=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhy M1gEVyURQd0Vu3FZwWihCWEynbZD5xFmJmIIBX/FjQsVt/6HO//Ga ZuFth64cDjnXu69J0kZ1cbzvp3K0vLK6lp1vbaxubW94+7u3WmZKU wCLJlUnQRpwqgggaGGkU6qCOIJI/fJqDXx7x+I0lSKW5OnJOJoIGif YmSsFLsHrThELB2iEIY8kY+FFCwfx27da3hTwEXil6QOSrRj9yvsS ZxxIgxmSOuu76UmKpAyFDMyroWZJinCIzQgXUsF4kRHxfT8MTy2Sg /2pbIlDJyqvycKxLXOeWI7OTJDPe9NxP+8bmb6F1FBRZoZIvBsUT9 j0Eg4yQL2qCLYsNwShBW1t0I8RAphYxOr2RD8+ZcXSXDauGz4N2f1 5lWZRhUcgiNwAnxwDprgGrRBADAowDN4BW/Ok/PivDsfs9aKU87sg z9wPn8A1GeVnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SAgXL 4acFDo/OIcC5rJirv74Q9w=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhy M1gEVyURQd0Vu3FZwWihCWEynbZD5xFmJmIIBX/FjQsVt/6HO//Ga ZuFth64cDjnXu69J0kZ1cbzvp3K0vLK6lp1vbaxubW94+7u3WmZKU wCLJlUnQRpwqgggaGGkU6qCOIJI/fJqDXx7x+I0lSKW5OnJOJoIGif YmSsFLsHrThELB2iEIY8kY+FFCwfx27da3hTwEXil6QOSrRj9yvsS ZxxIgxmSOuu76UmKpAyFDMyroWZJinCIzQgXUsF4kRHxfT8MTy2Sg /2pbIlDJyqvycKxLXOeWI7OTJDPe9NxP+8bmb6F1FBRZoZIvBsUT9 j0Eg4yQL2qCLYsNwShBW1t0I8RAphYxOr2RD8+ZcXSXDauGz4N2f1 5lWZRhUcgiNwAnxwDprgGrRBADAowDN4BW/Ok/PivDsfs9aKU87sg z9wPn8A1GeVnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SAgXL 4acFDo/OIcC5rJirv74Q9w=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhy M1gEVyURQd0Vu3FZwWihCWEynbZD5xFmJmIIBX/FjQsVt/6HO//Ga ZuFth64cDjnXu69J0kZ1cbzvp3K0vLK6lp1vbaxubW94+7u3WmZKU wCLJlUnQRpwqgggaGGkU6qCOIJI/fJqDXx7x+I0lSKW5OnJOJoIGif YmSsFLsHrThELB2iEIY8kY+FFCwfx27da3hTwEXil6QOSrRj9yvsS ZxxIgxmSOuu76UmKpAyFDMyroWZJinCIzQgXUsF4kRHxfT8MTy2Sg /2pbIlDJyqvycKxLXOeWI7OTJDPe9NxP+8bmb6F1FBRZoZIvBsUT9 j0Eg4yQL2qCLYsNwShBW1t0I8RAphYxOr2RD8+ZcXSXDauGz4N2f1 5lWZRhUcgiNwAnxwDprgGrRBADAowDN4BW/Ok/PivDsfs9aKU87sg z9wPn8A1GeVnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SAgXL 4acFDo/OIcC5rJirv74Q9w=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhy M1gEVyURQd0Vu3FZwWihCWEynbZD5xFmJmIIBX/FjQsVt/6HO//Ga ZuFth64cDjnXu69J0kZ1cbzvp3K0vLK6lp1vbaxubW94+7u3WmZKU wCLJlUnQRpwqgggaGGkU6qCOIJI/fJqDXx7x+I0lSKW5OnJOJoIGif YmSsFLsHrThELB2iEIY8kY+FFCwfx27da3hTwEXil6QOSrRj9yvsS ZxxIgxmSOuu76UmKpAyFDMyroWZJinCIzQgXUsF4kRHxfT8MTy2Sg /2pbIlDJyqvycKxLXOeWI7OTJDPe9NxP+8bmb6F1FBRZoZIvBsUT9 j0Eg4yQL2qCLYsNwShBW1t0I8RAphYxOr2RD8+ZcXSXDauGz4N2f1 5lWZRhUcgiNwAnxwDprgGrRBADAowDN4BW/Ok/PivDsfs9aKU87sg z9wPn8A1GeVnQ==</latexit>
C  only
<latexit sha1_base64="xDo/Jyu3ZTmtZPZeUv6mMimN97o=">AA AB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIoO6K3bisYGyhCWEynbRDJzNhZiLGUPwVNy5U3Poh7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3nihlVGnH+bYq S8srq2vV9drG5tb2jr27d6dEJjHxsGBCdiOkCKOceJpqRrqpJCiJGOlEo9bE79wTqajgtzpPSZCgAacxxUgbKbQPWqEfEY186CeReCgEZ/ k4tOtOw5kCLhK3JHVQoh3aX35f4CwhXGOGlOq5TqqDAklNMSPjmp8pkiI8QgPSM5SjhKigmF4/hsdG6cNYSFNcw6n6e6JAiVJ5EpnOBOmh mvcm4n9eL9PxRVBQnmaacDxbFGcMagEnUcA+lQRrlhuCsKTmVoiHSCKsTWA1E4I7//Ii8U4blw335qzevCrTqIJDcAROgAvOQRNcgzbwAAa P4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PWWvFKmf2wR9Ynz8G9ZUp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xDo/Jyu3ZTmtZPZeUv6mMimN97o=">AA AB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIoO6K3bisYGyhCWEynbRDJzNhZiLGUPwVNy5U3Poh7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3nihlVGnH+bYq S8srq2vV9drG5tb2jr27d6dEJjHxsGBCdiOkCKOceJpqRrqpJCiJGOlEo9bE79wTqajgtzpPSZCgAacxxUgbKbQPWqEfEY186CeReCgEZ/ k4tOtOw5kCLhK3JHVQoh3aX35f4CwhXGOGlOq5TqqDAklNMSPjmp8pkiI8QgPSM5SjhKigmF4/hsdG6cNYSFNcw6n6e6JAiVJ5EpnOBOmh mvcm4n9eL9PxRVBQnmaacDxbFGcMagEnUcA+lQRrlhuCsKTmVoiHSCKsTWA1E4I7//Ii8U4blw335qzevCrTqIJDcAROgAvOQRNcgzbwAAa P4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PWWvFKmf2wR9Ynz8G9ZUp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xDo/Jyu3ZTmtZPZeUv6mMimN97o=">AA AB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIoO6K3bisYGyhCWEynbRDJzNhZiLGUPwVNy5U3Poh7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3nihlVGnH+bYq S8srq2vV9drG5tb2jr27d6dEJjHxsGBCdiOkCKOceJpqRrqpJCiJGOlEo9bE79wTqajgtzpPSZCgAacxxUgbKbQPWqEfEY186CeReCgEZ/ k4tOtOw5kCLhK3JHVQoh3aX35f4CwhXGOGlOq5TqqDAklNMSPjmp8pkiI8QgPSM5SjhKigmF4/hsdG6cNYSFNcw6n6e6JAiVJ5EpnOBOmh mvcm4n9eL9PxRVBQnmaacDxbFGcMagEnUcA+lQRrlhuCsKTmVoiHSCKsTWA1E4I7//Ii8U4blw335qzevCrTqIJDcAROgAvOQRNcgzbwAAa P4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PWWvFKmf2wR9Ynz8G9ZUp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xDo/Jyu3ZTmtZPZeUv6mMimN97o=">AA AB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIoO6K3bisYGyhCWEynbRDJzNhZiLGUPwVNy5U3Poh7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3nihlVGnH+bYq S8srq2vV9drG5tb2jr27d6dEJjHxsGBCdiOkCKOceJpqRrqpJCiJGOlEo9bE79wTqajgtzpPSZCgAacxxUgbKbQPWqEfEY186CeReCgEZ/ k4tOtOw5kCLhK3JHVQoh3aX35f4CwhXGOGlOq5TqqDAklNMSPjmp8pkiI8QgPSM5SjhKigmF4/hsdG6cNYSFNcw6n6e6JAiVJ5EpnOBOmh mvcm4n9eL9PxRVBQnmaacDxbFGcMagEnUcA+lQRrlhuCsKTmVoiHSCKsTWA1E4I7//Ii8U4blw335qzevCrTqIJDcAROgAvOQRNcgzbwAAa P4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PWWvFKmf2wR9Ynz8G9ZUp</latexit>
optimal model
<latexit sha1_base64="8nKd+EnoUxn/YkU6qMUpe4nJ/jU=">AA AB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX/Lh5WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlu9mwuxFrKP4VLx5UvPpDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtPG8b2dh cWl5ZbW0Vl7f2Nzadnd277TMFIWASi5VMyIaOEsgMMxwaKYKiIg4NKLB1dhv3IPSTCa3ZphCKEgvYTGjxFip4+63RSQfcpkaJgjHQnaBjz puxat6E+B54hekggrUO+5XuytpJiAxlBOtW76XmjAnyjDKYVRuZxpSQgekBy1LEyJAh/nk+hE+skoXx1LZSgyeqL8nciK0HorIdgpi+nrW G4v/ea3MxOdhzpI0M5DQ6aI449hIPI4Cd5kCavjQEkIVs7di2ieKUGMDK9sQ/NmX50lwUr2o+jenldplkUYJHaBDdIx8dIZq6BrVUYAoekT P6BW9OU/Oi/PufExbF5xiZg/9gfP5A4cGlXg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8nKd+EnoUxn/YkU6qMUpe4nJ/jU=">AA AB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX/Lh5WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlu9mwuxFrKP4VLx5UvPpDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtPG8b2dh cWl5ZbW0Vl7f2Nzadnd277TMFIWASi5VMyIaOEsgMMxwaKYKiIg4NKLB1dhv3IPSTCa3ZphCKEgvYTGjxFip4+63RSQfcpkaJgjHQnaBjz puxat6E+B54hekggrUO+5XuytpJiAxlBOtW76XmjAnyjDKYVRuZxpSQgekBy1LEyJAh/nk+hE+skoXx1LZSgyeqL8nciK0HorIdgpi+nrW G4v/ea3MxOdhzpI0M5DQ6aI449hIPI4Cd5kCavjQEkIVs7di2ieKUGMDK9sQ/NmX50lwUr2o+jenldplkUYJHaBDdIx8dIZq6BrVUYAoekT P6BW9OU/Oi/PufExbF5xiZg/9gfP5A4cGlXg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8nKd+EnoUxn/YkU6qMUpe4nJ/jU=">AA AB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX/Lh5WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlu9mwuxFrKP4VLx5UvPpDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtPG8b2dh cWl5ZbW0Vl7f2Nzadnd277TMFIWASi5VMyIaOEsgMMxwaKYKiIg4NKLB1dhv3IPSTCa3ZphCKEgvYTGjxFip4+63RSQfcpkaJgjHQnaBjz puxat6E+B54hekggrUO+5XuytpJiAxlBOtW76XmjAnyjDKYVRuZxpSQgekBy1LEyJAh/nk+hE+skoXx1LZSgyeqL8nciK0HorIdgpi+nrW G4v/ea3MxOdhzpI0M5DQ6aI449hIPI4Cd5kCavjQEkIVs7di2ieKUGMDK9sQ/NmX50lwUr2o+jenldplkUYJHaBDdIx8dIZq6BrVUYAoekT P6BW9OU/Oi/PufExbF5xiZg/9gfP5A4cGlXg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8nKd+EnoUxn/YkU6qMUpe4nJ/jU=">AA AB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX/Lh5WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlu9mwuxFrKP4VLx5UvPpDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtPG8b2dh cWl5ZbW0Vl7f2Nzadnd277TMFIWASi5VMyIaOEsgMMxwaKYKiIg4NKLB1dhv3IPSTCa3ZphCKEgvYTGjxFip4+63RSQfcpkaJgjHQnaBjz puxat6E+B54hekggrUO+5XuytpJiAxlBOtW76XmjAnyjDKYVRuZxpSQgekBy1LEyJAh/nk+hE+skoXx1LZSgyeqL8nciK0HorIdgpi+nrW G4v/ea3MxOdhzpI0M5DQ6aI449hIPI4Cd5kCavjQEkIVs7di2ieKUGMDK9sQ/NmX50lwUr2o+jenldplkUYJHaBDdIx8dIZq6BrVUYAoekT P6BW9OU/Oi/PufExbF5xiZg/9gfP5A4cGlXg=</latexit>
fr
o
n
t
v
ie
w
<latexit sha1_base64="XnY9NZzgeD4xPTQrh9pv8Iy4bWw=">AAAB+XicbVBNTwIxFHzrJ+LXokcvjcTEE9k1JuqN6MUjJiIksCHd0oWGdrtpuyBZ+SlePKjx6j/x5r+xwB4UnKTJZOa9vOmECWfaeN63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u27pYMHLVNFaJ1ILlUzxJpyFtO6YYbTZqIoFiGnjXBwM/UbQ6o0k/G9GSc0ELgXs4gRbKzUcUttEcrHLFIyNmjI6GjScctexZsBLRM/J2XIUeu4X+2uJKmgsSEca93yvcQEGVaGEU4nxXaqaYLJAPdoy9IYC6qDbBZ9gk6s0kWRVPbZBDP190aGhdZjEdpJgU1fL3pT8T+vlZroMshYnKSGxmR+KEo5MhJNe0BdpigxfGwJJorZrIj0scLE2LaKtgR/8cvLpH5Wuar4d+fl6nXeRgGO4BhOwYcLqMIt1KAOBEbwDK/w5jw5L8678zEfXXHynUP4A+fzB0lHlDc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XnY9NZzgeD4xPTQrh9pv8Iy4bWw=">AAAB+XicbVBNTwIxFHzrJ+LXokcvjcTEE9k1JuqN6MUjJiIksCHd0oWGdrtpuyBZ+SlePKjx6j/x5r+xwB4UnKTJZOa9vOmECWfaeN63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u27pYMHLVNFaJ1ILlUzxJpyFtO6YYbTZqIoFiGnjXBwM/UbQ6o0k/G9GSc0ELgXs4gRbKzUcUttEcrHLFIyNmjI6GjScctexZsBLRM/J2XIUeu4X+2uJKmgsSEca93yvcQEGVaGEU4nxXaqaYLJAPdoy9IYC6qDbBZ9gk6s0kWRVPbZBDP190aGhdZjEdpJgU1fL3pT8T+vlZroMshYnKSGxmR+KEo5MhJNe0BdpigxfGwJJorZrIj0scLE2LaKtgR/8cvLpH5Wuar4d+fl6nXeRgGO4BhOwYcLqMIt1KAOBEbwDK/w5jw5L8678zEfXXHynUP4A+fzB0lHlDc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XnY9NZzgeD4xPTQrh9pv8Iy4bWw=">AAAB+XicbVBNTwIxFHzrJ+LXokcvjcTEE9k1JuqN6MUjJiIksCHd0oWGdrtpuyBZ+SlePKjx6j/x5r+xwB4UnKTJZOa9vOmECWfaeN63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u27pYMHLVNFaJ1ILlUzxJpyFtO6YYbTZqIoFiGnjXBwM/UbQ6o0k/G9GSc0ELgXs4gRbKzUcUttEcrHLFIyNmjI6GjScctexZsBLRM/J2XIUeu4X+2uJKmgsSEca93yvcQEGVaGEU4nxXaqaYLJAPdoy9IYC6qDbBZ9gk6s0kWRVPbZBDP190aGhdZjEdpJgU1fL3pT8T+vlZroMshYnKSGxmR+KEo5MhJNe0BdpigxfGwJJorZrIj0scLE2LaKtgR/8cvLpH5Wuar4d+fl6nXeRgGO4BhOwYcLqMIt1KAOBEbwDK/w5jw5L8678zEfXXHynUP4A+fzB0lHlDc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XnY9NZzgeD4xPTQrh9pv8Iy4bWw=">AAAB+XicbVBNTwIxFHzrJ+LXokcvjcTEE9k1JuqN6MUjJiIksCHd0oWGdrtpuyBZ+SlePKjx6j/x5r+xwB4UnKTJZOa9vOmECWfaeN63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u27pYMHLVNFaJ1ILlUzxJpyFtO6YYbTZqIoFiGnjXBwM/UbQ6o0k/G9GSc0ELgXs4gRbKzUcUttEcrHLFIyNmjI6GjScctexZsBLRM/J2XIUeu4X+2uJKmgsSEca93yvcQEGVaGEU4nxXaqaYLJAPdoy9IYC6qDbBZ9gk6s0kWRVPbZBDP190aGhdZjEdpJgU1fL3pT8T+vlZroMshYnKSGxmR+KEo5MhJNe0BdpigxfGwJJorZrIj0scLE2LaKtgR/8cvLpH5Wuar4d+fl6nXeRgGO4BhOwYcLqMIt1KAOBEbwDK/w5jw5L8678zEfXXHynUP4A+fzB0lHlDc=</latexit>
si
d
e
v
ie
w
<latexit sha1_base64="3Em7wheYmVFhK8/JljLCGqNW2k4=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lspu3SzW7Y3VRL6D/x4kHFqz/Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eu3/woGWmKARUcqlaEdHAmYDAMMOhlSogScShGQ1vpn5zBEozKe7NOIUwIX3BeowSY6Wu63aSSD7lmsWARwweJ1236tW8GfAy8QtSRQUaXferE0uaJSAM5UTrtu+lJsyJMoxymFQ6mYaU0CHpQ9tSQRLQYT67fIJPrBLjnlS2hMEz9fdEThKtx0lkOxNiBnrRm4r/ee3M9C7DnIk0MyDofFEv49hIPI0Bx0wBNXxsCaGK2VsxHRBFqLFhVWwI/uLLyyQ4q13V/Lvzav26SKOMjtAxOkU+ukB1dIsaKEAUjdAzekVvTu68OO/Ox7y15BQzh+gPnM8fVTyTqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3Em7wheYmVFhK8/JljLCGqNW2k4=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lspu3SzW7Y3VRL6D/x4kHFqz/Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eu3/woGWmKARUcqlaEdHAmYDAMMOhlSogScShGQ1vpn5zBEozKe7NOIUwIX3BeowSY6Wu63aSSD7lmsWARwweJ1236tW8GfAy8QtSRQUaXferE0uaJSAM5UTrtu+lJsyJMoxymFQ6mYaU0CHpQ9tSQRLQYT67fIJPrBLjnlS2hMEz9fdEThKtx0lkOxNiBnrRm4r/ee3M9C7DnIk0MyDofFEv49hIPI0Bx0wBNXxsCaGK2VsxHRBFqLFhVWwI/uLLyyQ4q13V/Lvzav26SKOMjtAxOkU+ukB1dIsaKEAUjdAzekVvTu68OO/Ox7y15BQzh+gPnM8fVTyTqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3Em7wheYmVFhK8/JljLCGqNW2k4=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lspu3SzW7Y3VRL6D/x4kHFqz/Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eu3/woGWmKARUcqlaEdHAmYDAMMOhlSogScShGQ1vpn5zBEozKe7NOIUwIX3BeowSY6Wu63aSSD7lmsWARwweJ1236tW8GfAy8QtSRQUaXferE0uaJSAM5UTrtu+lJsyJMoxymFQ6mYaU0CHpQ9tSQRLQYT67fIJPrBLjnlS2hMEz9fdEThKtx0lkOxNiBnrRm4r/ee3M9C7DnIk0MyDofFEv49hIPI0Bx0wBNXxsCaGK2VsxHRBFqLFhVWwI/uLLyyQ4q13V/Lvzav26SKOMjtAxOkU+ukB1dIsaKEAUjdAzekVvTu68OO/Ox7y15BQzh+gPnM8fVTyTqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3Em7wheYmVFhK8/JljLCGqNW2k4=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lspu3SzW7Y3VRL6D/x4kHFqz/Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eu3/woGWmKARUcqlaEdHAmYDAMMOhlSogScShGQ1vpn5zBEozKe7NOIUwIX3BeowSY6Wu63aSSD7lmsWARwweJ1236tW8GfAy8QtSRQUaXferE0uaJSAM5UTrtu+lJsyJMoxymFQ6mYaU0CHpQ9tSQRLQYT67fIJPrBLjnlS2hMEz9fdEThKtx0lkOxNiBnrRm4r/ee3M9C7DnIk0MyDofFEv49hIPI0Bx0wBNXxsCaGK2VsxHRBFqLFhVWwI/uLLyyQ4q13V/Lvzav26SKOMjtAxOkU+ukB1dIsaKEAUjdAzekVvTu68OO/Ox7y15BQzh+gPnM8fVTyTqQ==</latexit>
to
p
v
ie
w
<latexit sha1_base64="YF07p7revGEWPmq0RyC+MDjK4S8=">AAAB93icbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IHqx69NBITT2TXmKg3ohePmLhCAhvSLQM0tNtN20Vxwy/x4kGNV/+KN/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzooQzbTzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7tld2//XstUUQio5FI1I6KBsxgCwwyHZqKAiIhDIxpeT/3GCJRmMr4z4wRCQfox6zFKjJU6brktIvmYGZngEYOHSceteFVvBrxM/JxUUI56x/1qdyVNBcSGcqJ1y/cSE2ZEGUY5TErtVENC6JD0oWVpTAToMJsdPsHHVuninlS2YoNn6u+JjAitxyKynYKYgV70puJ/Xis1vYswY3GSGojpfFEv5dhIPE0Bd5kCavjYEkIVs7diOiCKUGOzKtkQ/MWXl0lwWr2s+rdnldpVnkYRHaIjdIJ8dI5q6AbVUYAoStEzekVvzpPz4rw7H/PWgpPPHKA/cD5/AK5ok00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YF07p7revGEWPmq0RyC+MDjK4S8=">AAAB93icbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IHqx69NBITT2TXmKg3ohePmLhCAhvSLQM0tNtN20Vxwy/x4kGNV/+KN/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzooQzbTzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7tld2//XstUUQio5FI1I6KBsxgCwwyHZqKAiIhDIxpeT/3GCJRmMr4z4wRCQfox6zFKjJU6brktIvmYGZngEYOHSceteFVvBrxM/JxUUI56x/1qdyVNBcSGcqJ1y/cSE2ZEGUY5TErtVENC6JD0oWVpTAToMJsdPsHHVuninlS2YoNn6u+JjAitxyKynYKYgV70puJ/Xis1vYswY3GSGojpfFEv5dhIPE0Bd5kCavjYEkIVs7diOiCKUGOzKtkQ/MWXl0lwWr2s+rdnldpVnkYRHaIjdIJ8dI5q6AbVUYAoStEzekVvzpPz4rw7H/PWgpPPHKA/cD5/AK5ok00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YF07p7revGEWPmq0RyC+MDjK4S8=">AAAB93icbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IHqx69NBITT2TXmKg3ohePmLhCAhvSLQM0tNtN20Vxwy/x4kGNV/+KN/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzooQzbTzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7tld2//XstUUQio5FI1I6KBsxgCwwyHZqKAiIhDIxpeT/3GCJRmMr4z4wRCQfox6zFKjJU6brktIvmYGZngEYOHSceteFVvBrxM/JxUUI56x/1qdyVNBcSGcqJ1y/cSE2ZEGUY5TErtVENC6JD0oWVpTAToMJsdPsHHVuninlS2YoNn6u+JjAitxyKynYKYgV70puJ/Xis1vYswY3GSGojpfFEv5dhIPE0Bd5kCavjYEkIVs7diOiCKUGOzKtkQ/MWXl0lwWr2s+rdnldpVnkYRHaIjdIJ8dI5q6AbVUYAoStEzekVvzpPz4rw7H/PWgpPPHKA/cD5/AK5ok00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YF07p7revGEWPmq0RyC+MDjK4S8=">AAAB93icbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IHqx69NBITT2TXmKg3ohePmLhCAhvSLQM0tNtN20Vxwy/x4kGNV/+KN/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzooQzbTzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7tld2//XstUUQio5FI1I6KBsxgCwwyHZqKAiIhDIxpeT/3GCJRmMr4z4wRCQfox6zFKjJU6brktIvmYGZngEYOHSceteFVvBrxM/JxUUI56x/1qdyVNBcSGcqJ1y/cSE2ZEGUY5TErtVENC6JD0oWVpTAToMJsdPsHHVuninlS2YoNn6u+JjAitxyKynYKYgV70puJ/Xis1vYswY3GSGojpfFEv5dhIPE0Bd5kCavjYEkIVs7diOiCKUGOzKtkQ/MWXl0lwWr2s+rdnldpVnkYRHaIjdIJ8dI5q6AbVUYAoStEzekVvzpPz4rw7H/PWgpPPHKA/cD5/AK5ok00=</latexit>
FIG. 7. The structure of Adenylate kinase (leftmost column, in licorice representation) from three orthogonal perspectives,
compared to the atom selections discussed in the text. From left to right: all-atom representation; Cα atoms only; Cβ atoms
only; all those atoms included in the optimal model by the simulated annealing approach. In all figures except the ones in the
first column, the all-atom structure is provided as a faint lines representation in the background for the sake of comparison,
while the network of ENM interactions among CG sites is shown in pink.
whole range from a single neighbouring atom up to 30,
with a peak for 5 atoms. This behaviour substantially
departs from the standard cases as well as from a ran-
dom assignment of CG sites: the latter, in fact, gives
rise to the “Maxwellian” distribution reported in Fig. 8,
which is similar in shape to the optimised model distri-
bution, however with substantially different average and
width. The observed pattern is consistent with a non-
trivial disposition of CG sites in the optimised CG model,
where both rather “high-resolution” and “low-resolution”
regions can be found. The most striking feature of this
model can thus be identified in the non-uniform character
of the CG site distribution across the structure.
Our second case study is the adenine riboswitch add,
pictured in Fig. 3 (right). This 71-bases-long RNA
molecule, similar in size to Ake with 1499 heavy atoms,
undergoes large-scale conformational changes upon bind-
ing to adenine. The internal dynamics of this class of
molecules has been little investigated by means of ENM-
like models, with a few notable exceptions [74–77], thus
it not only represents an interesting case study for our
method, but also allows a direct comparison with pio-
neering studies in the field of RNA ENM-based mod-
elling. As a reference, we consider models that employ
the same atom from each base, specifically the phospho-
rus atom P, the C1′ carbon atom, and the C2 carbon
atom from the phosphate, sugar, and base moieties of
the nucleic acid, respectively. The interaction cutoff is
set to 2 nm: this value was found in previous work [76]
to provide the best results for P–only RNA hENM’s;
smaller optimal cutoff values were found for the other two
model types, however, we decided to employ the largest
among them for simplicity and to provide the most uni-
form and consistent set of parameters across different
models. We point out that, in spite of a rather simi-
lar number of atoms between the two molecules under
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FIG. 8. Distribution of the number of atoms included in the
Voronoi blocks for different models of Adenylate kinase: Cα
atoms only (yellow empty line); Cβ atoms only (green empty
line); random CG site assignment (black empty line); opti-
mised model (full magenta line). The curves are normalised
so that the average number of atoms, weighted by the dis-
tribution, equals the total number of atoms in the molecule
(1656). Note that the right y-axis applies to the random ref-
erence curve only.
examination, the CG-sites-to-atoms ratio for add (1:20)
is almost three times smaller that of Ake. This is the
case because the numbers of amino acids and nucleic
bases in the two molecules differ in the same proportion.
The aim of the present work is to perform a comparison
among different models of the same system, while pre-
serving the same overall level of coarse-graining within
each case. This makes a direct comparison between Ake
and add necessarily unfair in terms of CG-sites-to-atoms
ratio, however maintaining the rule of thumb one atom
per polymeric unit valid for both.
The same dynamical analysis performed for Ake was
carried out for add, the results being reported in Table I.
In this case we notice a qualitative behaviour consistent
with the one previously described, however with a few
remarkable differences. First, the RWSIP between the
harmonic expansion of the remapped CG-ENM and its
reference CG-hENM obtained via exact Boltzmann in-
tegration is substantially lower for the optimised model
than for the standard one-atom choices for CG sites (P,
C1′, and C2 atoms): this is qualitatively the same trend
observed for Ake, however the gap is wider. Further-
more, also for the “standard”, better performing CG
models –the best being the P-only model– the RWSIP
is 10% lower than the best model of Ake, and they all
have very similar values of RWSIP. The closeness of these
values makes it difficult to rank the same-atom coarse-
grained representations in terms of their representative-
ness of the reference, all-atom system. Previous work by
Pinamonti et al. [76] has investigated these three mod-
els using a Hessian network model, and found that the
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FIG. 9. Intra-block dynamics distribution for the ade-
nine riboswitch, obtained from 1000 models of add with 70
randomly-assigned CG sites. The vertical lines indicate the
values of the intra-block dynamics fraction for the P–only
model (full blue line), the C1′–only model (full orange line),
the C2–only model (full yellow line), and the optimised model
(dashed green line).
C1′-only model performed best at reproducing the fluctu-
ations of all-atom reference simulations employing realis-
tic force fields. This was followed by the C2-only model
and, finally, by the P-only model. Similarly, Setny and
Zacharias [74] have observed better performing ENMs
when the effective interaction center was placed in the
ribose ring rather than the phosphorus atom. If we look
at the data in Table I, we find that the P-only model
has the highest RWSIP; however, the small (∼ 1%) dif-
ferences among the three conventional representations do
not justify their ranking.
It also deserves to be noted that the model ranking
proposed by Pinamonti et al. [76] is based on differences
among the models’ RWSIP that do not exceed 0.05−0.06,
thus consistent with the ones observed in this work and
compatible with a substantial equivalence within devia-
tions that can depend on several factors (model param-
eters, numerical accuracy, measure of dynamical consis-
tency etc.). A second observable employed in [76], com-
paring the dynamical properties of the ENM’s to those of
reference, all-atom simulations with accurate force fields,
clearly indicates the P-only CG model as poorly perform-
ing, however the other two models are again quantita-
tively very close to each other.
Second, we note that the fraction of motion internal
to the Voronoi block is, for all models, much larger than
what was observed for Ake, with all values in the range
87− 88.5%. A high fraction of intra-block fluctuation is
suggestive of a poorly collective dynamics: this behaviour
is markedly at odds with Adenylate kinase, which on the
contrary is thoroughly characterised by a highly mod-
ular, function-oriented dynamics [16, 40]. Indeed, add
also undergoes large-scale motions upon binding [76, 78–
14
80], however these are qualitatively different from those
of Ake, in that they largely consist of sequence rear-
rangements and base-pair breakage/formation; the large
flexibility necessary to perform this dramatic structural
rewiring is encoded, at least at a very basic level, into the
contact network, and hence into a model as simple as an
ENM. The large amount of molecular fluctuation within
a compact group of atoms makes this lack of collectivity
and directed dynamics manifest.
The typical intra-block dynamics fraction of add, i.e.
the amount of molecule dynamics that cannot be ascribed
to the relative motion among the blocks, is much larger
than for Ake, as it can be seen in Fig. 9. The average
of the IBDF distribution, computed over 1000 random
CG models, is in fact ∼ 88.5%. The standard, same-
atom CG models feature values just at or slightly be-
low the average, in any case well within the distribution.
The optimised model, on the other hand, lies about three
standard deviations below the average and just outside of
the left tail of the distribution. While, on the one hand,
the optimised model features a statistically significant
improvement of the IBDF with respect to both random
and standard CG models, this improvement is not, on
the other hand, as important as in the case of Adenylate
kinase.
In summary, the optimised model shows a RWSIP be-
tween exactly integrated and remapped CG-hENM that
is substantially lower than the ones observed in the other
cases; in contrast, and consistently with the trends fea-
tured by Ake, the fraction of intra-block dynamics is low-
est for the optimised representation, however by a small
amount with respect to the other models. This is a non-
trivial result, given the remarkable structural difference
existing among the models. If, on the one hand, the CG
models employing the same type of atoms have rather
similar interaction network structures, as it can be seen
in Fig. 10, the one of the optimised model deviates re-
markably from this evenness: the distribution of CG sites
is highly irregular, as it can be seen in the interaction
network figure as well as in the Voronoi block size dis-
tributions, reported in Fig. 11. The intuitive structure
of the RNA molecule is lost in favour of a hollow web of
interactions among the CG sites, each being representa-
tive of a group of atoms –the closest ones that have been
integrated out– whose number ranges from a few up to
several tens. The distributions of local atom densities,
shown in Fig. 12, are consistent with this trend and in
line with the one observed for Ake: that is, a relatively
small deviation of the optimised model with respect to
the other ones towards lower values, compatible with the
more inhomogeneous structure of the CG site network.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Elastic network models represent a milestone in the
computer-aided study of biomolecules, in that they en-
abled the fast, inexpensive and remarkably accurate char-
acterisation of the equilibrium, function-oriented dynam-
ics of these systems. Relying a priori on solid statisti-
cal mechanical arguments and a posteriori on thorough
consistency checks and cross validations against indepen-
dent data (experiments, atomistic MD simulations etc.),
ENM’s have been and still are at the heart of a wealth
of methods that require fast access to the large-scale col-
lective dynamics of proteins and other molecules.
In general, the effective interaction centres employed in
an ENM are a specific subset of a molecule’s atoms – e.g
the Cα atoms of a protein. In this work we have proposed
and tested an algorithmic procedure to select these cen-
tres based on an extremality criterion. Starting from the
harmonic approximation to an atomistic ENM, we have
selected a subset of atoms to be retained as CG sites, thus
generating a new harmonic ENM (hENM). The com-
plementary subset of removed atoms is integrated out
and embedded in effective interactions, whose functional
form, albeit harmonic in the atoms’ displacements, is
not compatible with the straightforward harmonic ex-
pansion of an ENM. This difference can be used to gen-
erate the CG ENM whose harmonic expansion is the clos-
est, according to a well-defined measure (the AER), to
the integrated-out hENM. The optimal model is defined
as the one minimising the distance between integrated
hENM and ENM harmonic expansion over all possible
removed atoms selections. This approach enables one to
remove a given fraction of atoms from a structure without
imposing a prescribed mapping, i.e. allowing each atom
of the molecule to become a CG site.
The method has been tested on two case studies,
namely Adenylate kinase and the adenine riboswitch. In
the case of Ake, the dynamical consistency between the
reference, integrated-out CG-hENM and the remapped
coarse-grained ENM, as quantified by the RWSIP, turned
out to be quite high with the traditional choices of map-
ping, namely selecting only Cα or Cβ atoms as CG sites,
and only slightly lower when selecting the CG site subset
based on an optimality criterion. When looking at the
atom partition induced by the selection of CG sites, on
the contrary, the optimised model proved more suited to
represent the structure in terms of quasi-rigid groups of
atoms, with small internal fluctuation and larger inter-
domain dynamics. From the structural point of view,
the optimal model was characterised by a higher degree
of non-uniformity with respect to the conventional CG
models, a property which can be expected to underlie
the improved fraction of intra-block dynamics.
A qualitatively identical behaviour could be seen in
the case of the adenine riboswitch, however with varying
absolute numbers. The one-atom-type models showed
a rather good dynamical consistency between the ex-
actly integrated CG-hENM and the remapped one, while
the optimised model featured a lower RWSIP; in both
cases, the values were lower than the case of Ake, with
a wider gap between conventional and optimised model.
As for the fraction of intra-domain dynamics, the opti-
mised model performed better than the others also in this
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C1’ only model
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FIG. 10. Structure of the adenine riboswitch in the various models. Top row from left: ribbon representation of the all-atom
structure; optimised model. Bottom row from left: P atoms only; C1′ atoms only; C2 atoms only. In all figures except the
first, the all-atom structure is provided as a faint ghost representation in the background for the sake of comparison, while the
network of ENM interactions among CG sites is shown in pink.
case, in spite of generally larger amounts of the system’s
fluctuation within the blocks.
The construction of a simple, efficient, yet accurate
coarse-grained representation of a macromolecule is a dif-
ficult task, whose intricacy does not only lie in the correct
parametrisation of the interaction potentials. In fact, two
crucial aspects have to be taken into account, namely the
identification of the most appropriate interaction centres
and the intrinsic viability of the coarse-graining proce-
dure. As for the first aspect, the appropriateness of one
choice of mapping over another largely depends on the
desiderata of the model: these are the characteristics it is
expected to entail and the physical properties it should
reproduce. Indeed, a biased selection of the CG sites
can produce a model which is optimal with respect to
the quantity employed as a bias (the AER in this case),
but whose performance is better or worse than average
depending on the observable used to assess it. This be-
haviour is inherent in the process of optimisation, in that
the search for the model that is optimal in terms of a
given property necessarily drives the solution away from
the optimality in terms of other, orthogonal properties.
This situation is reminiscent of the coarse-grained mod-
elling of liquids with approaches such as iterative Boltz-
mann inversion [12, 57, 62], where a model parametrised
to reproduce exactly a single feature (the radial distri-
bution function) performs well on some properties (com-
pressibility) and poorly on others (pressure, three body
correlation functions).
The second aspect is related to the extent to which
the system under examination can be coarse-grained. In
general, a model featuring a sensible but quite arbitrary
mapping and interaction forces derived by the multi-body
potential of mean force will satisfy all expectations one
can have from a coarse-grained representation, since the
MB-PMF reproduces the desired Boltzmann distribution
by construction. However, the typical impossibility in
calculating the PMF and, more importantly, the need
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FIG. 11. Distribution of the number of atoms included in the
Voronoi blocks for different models of adenine riboswitch: P
atoms only (yellow empty line); C1′ atoms only (green empty
line); C2 atoms only (red empty line); random CG site assign-
ment (black empty line); optimised model (full magenta line).
Note that the random reference distribution is nonzero for val-
ues up to 148 atoms. The curves are normalised so that the
average number of atoms, weighted by the distribution, equals
the total number of atoms in the molecule (1499). Note that
the right y-axis applies to the random reference curve only.
to project it onto an efficient and computable basis set
pose severe restrictions on the effectiveness of this strat-
egy [49]. Consistently, the (counter)example of the ade-
nine riboswitch showed that, in spite of the optimisation
procedure providing results in line with the trends ob-
served in the case of Adenylate kinase, the performance
of the model in absolute terms was not comparably good.
The coarse-graining algorithm “did its best” to obtain a
model with the lowest AER value – succeeding indeed,
however the result was quantitatively poorer than for Ake
in terms of RWSIP and IBDF.
Even the simplest coarse-grained model, such as an
ENM, entails a great amount of information about the
properties of a system: this information is not only ex-
tracted through the application of the model, i.e. its
usage in a calculation or simulation. Rather, useful in-
sight can emerge from the study of how given properties
depend on the strategy employed to construct the model.
The approach discussed in this work, in which an algo-
rithmic procedure was presented to identify the ideal CG
sites in a macromolecule based on an optimality criterion,
represents a first step in this direction.
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formation on the following topics:
• Description of an algorithm to implement an effi-
cient inversion of the hENM Hamiltonian matrix
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